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Introduction
Packet classification can be applied in network security, QoS, routing, network load balancing, bandwidth sharing etc. Performance of packet classification affects network throughput obviously. With more and more deployments of real-time applications such as VoIP, online games and IPTV, it is essential to provide high speed and low latency packet classification functionality at affordable cost. The problem of packet classification is a generalization of the one-dimensional IP route lookup. Packet classification speeds are mainly limited by memory access latencies, which are about 20 to 50 ns for DRAM, 5 to 20 ns for SRAM, and 1 to 2 ns in on-chip SRAM. Even using on-chip SRAM, the classification process can only accomplish approximately 4 memory lookups for 40Gbps transmission rate. To accommodate today's high-speed network, we propose an approach of caching the recently matched flows, and the process of packet classification must be executed only on a cache miss. In this paper, we evaluate packet classification performance through caching with real IPv6 traffic data, and we compress IPv6 flow ID in order to save cache space. We identify a flow ID using a 5-tuple: <Source Address, Destination Address, Source Port, Destination Port, Protocol>, which contains 296 bits in IPv6 instead of 104 bits in IPv4. Finally, we evaluate miss rate and misclassification rate for our hash functions. In [1] [3][4] [6] , various packet classification algorithms are proposed, and in [2] , Gupta et al. survey various classification algorithms. Recent study [7] shows that that the packet arrival process is bursty, rather than Poisson. It implies a very high probability of next packet arrival with the same flow ID. Studies of packet classifications based on flow ID show similar improvement as route lookup by using a cache [5] . Our studies differ from the above in dealing with IPv6 regarding cache performance and hash functions for representation of flow ID.
flows. The default buffer size setting in tcpdump was too small to recognize all IPv6 extension headers. Some packets with IPv6 extension headers were recognized as "other" protocol. Analysis data of these 2 samples is listed in Table 1 
Range of selection 2.3 Preparation for experiment
We convert the original binary traffic samples to human readable tcpdump text format. Further, to collect the flow ID from the samples, we convert the tcpdump text format to another text file. These two conversions save storage space and simplify the evaluation processes.
In order to improve the efficiency of random bitselection, we have to determine the representative range of selection. Since the IPv6 addresses can be separated into prefix and MAC, we can use only one part in our random bit-selection to simplify the process of selection and shorten the simulation time. We designed 5 types of range, as listed below: Since there are only 3 major layer-4 protocols in IPv6: ICMPv6, TCP, and UDP. We use 0, 1, and 2 to represent ICMPv6, TCP, and UDP respectively. The structure of a cache entry consists of four fields:
Index, Tag, TS/Counter, and Result. Each field is described as follows: Index: It is the entry location in the cache. The index length varies depending on the number of entries and associativity. An index is generated by a variablelength hash function such as random bit-selection. Here the index length is log2 (No. of entrieslAssociativity), and the associativity is an integer between 1 and 4. Tag: It is a 32-bit checksum-like field that checks whether two flows are identical. Tag is generated by a hash function and must be independent of the index to avoid misclassification. Two flows with same index and tag fields are considered as identical. TS/Counfer: It is the recent access record of the entry. Its content is decided by the replacement policy. For LRU (Least Recently Used), this field is used to store a timestamp (TS) as the recent access time; for LFU (Least Frequently Used), it is used to count recent accesses. The length of TS or counter can be determined through the range of timestamp (LRU) or the maximum value of counter (LFU). This field can be ignored if it uses direct-mapping or random replacement policy, or it is in full associativity.
Other Result: It is the rule number or action for the flow. The length of the result can be derived by either the range of rule number or number of possible actions. With LRU policy, the entry with oldest access time will be replaced. Each cache entry uses TS field, which is a 32-bit packet serial number, to record the last access time.
With LFU policy, the entry with least access count will be replaced. Each cache entry includes a counter which increments with a cache hit, and reset to zero with a cache miss. With random replacement policy, the victim to be replaced is randomly chosen through the generated random number which is an integer between oand associativity N-l.
Associativity
The number of candidates to be replaced depends on the associativity, which is an important parameter for cache memory because it affects the performance and complexity. With full associativity, all entries in the cache memory are candidates. The performance of full associativity is already known as the best, but the hardware cost is very high because a large number of logic gates are required to do comparison in parallel. In full associativity, index field is ignored when matching a flow or replacing an entry. With N-way associativity, the number of candidates to be replaced is equal to N. It is called direct-mapping if N equals to 1, and only one candidate needs to be replaced, thus the replacement policy does not affect the result in direct-mapping.
Hash functions
We proposed three hash functions to generate the field "Tag" in cache memory and tested them with the aforementioned two traffic samples. Figure 3 shows hash function I, in which the protocol field is ignored. If the layer-4 protocol is neither TCP nor UDP, we set both source port and destination port number to zero. The hash function can be implemented directly with XOR gates. It contains 3 functions: reverse, combine and split. The total delay of hash function I is three times XOR gate delay. The hash function II is very similar to hash function I, but the port number was set to 65,535 if layer-4 protocol is neither TCP nor UDP. The figure of hash function II is omitted here. Figure 4 shows hash function III, which is similar to both I and II with XOR gates replaced by XNOR gates. Same as II, port number is set to 65,535 if layer-4 protocol is neither TCP nor UDP. The total delay of hash function III is three times XNOR gate delay. We evaluated three hash functions with two traffic samples mentioned before. The collision rates should be as low as possible to avoid misclassification. Evaluation results are listed in Table 2 , in which collision rates of hash function II and III are much higher than function I for sample 1. But collision rates of the three functions for sample 2 are quite similar. So we suggest using hash function I to achieve lower collision rate for both samples. 
Rule updates
Issues of rule update are rarely discussed in packet classification speedup techniques. We recommend storing rule number instead of rule action in the result field. For updates to the prefix or port number of a rule numbered X, its associated cache entries should be cleared to avoid inconsistency. For updates to the action of a rule numbered X, its associated cache entries should not be changed. We use sample 2 for our experiment of IPv6 header caching. To simplify the experiment, packets belonging to "other" category were omitted. So the total number of packets is 1,476,591, instead of 2,000,000. We use random bit-selection with type 1 range, and hash function I in our simulations. We use type 1 range to complement the fields that hash function I ignores. We evaluate the miss rate with different replacement policies, associativities, and cache sizes. Simulations on IPv6 header caching take much longer time than random bit-selection. Simulations of full associative cache memory take the longest time because the indices generated by random bit-selection are ignored, and almost all lookups are performed with linear search. Experimental results are listed in Table 5 and 6 .
Experimental Measurements
From the results, the miss rate is low even if the number of cache entries is 256 and associativity is one. Increasing associativity or cache size causes miss rate to decrease. Replacement policy does not affect the miss rate in direct-mapping, so the miss rates of different replacement policies are the same. Evaluation results of full associativity with different replacement policies in Table 5 are omitted, because the number of total flows is below 18,000, which is much less than 65,536. Miss rate differences among the replacement policies are very small, so LRU is set to the default replacement policy in our latter evaluations. Evaluation
Simulation of IPv6 header caching
Bit.s S 24 32 Table 3 Random bit-selection on sample 1 Table 4 Random bit-selection on sample 2 In order to optimize the performance of random bitselection, the ranges of selection should be chosen carefully. The types of range are listed in Section 2.2. For sample 1, the collision rates are between 55% and 29%, as shown in Table 3 , and the number of collisions is shown in Figure 5 . For 24 or 32-bit length, type 2 is the best choice. For 8 or 16-bit length, type 5 is the best choice. There is only little difference when the length of random bit-selection is 32. For sample 2, the collision rates are between 17% and 6%, as shown in Table 4 , and the number of collisions is depicted in Figure 6 . For 24 or 32-bit length, type 2 is the best choice. For 8 or 16-bit length, type 5 is the best choice.
Simulation results show that differences between the types are relatively small. We can use any type if the difference is negligible. Smaller ranges such as type 1, 3, 4, and 5, can simplify the hardware design and shorten the simulation time.
results of full associativity in Table 6 are below 10%, most results are below 5%. Miss rates with associativity 4 and more than cache 1024 entries are also below 10%. This means we can speedup the process of packet classification with a small size of cache memory.
Misclassification means distinct flows are judged as the same one. Since hash function I is independent of random bit-selection, misclassification can be avoided completely because we compress the flow ID to 32 bit or less. To evaluate misclassification ratios, we place an extra field "flowID" in each cache entry to record original uncompressed flow ID and check whether any two flows with same index and tag values are identical. Evaluation results show that increment of associativity increases misclassification rate because the length of index decreases with the increase of associativity. So associativity should be chosen carefully when cache size is fixed. There is a trade-off between misclassification ratios and miss ratios. Fortunately, misclassification ratios are all below 5% in our experiment. As shown in Table 7 , in direct-mapping, misclassification ratio is only 1.7%. So the probability of misclassification in practical packet processing is very little. Regarding the hardware complexity, each cache entry contains a 32-bit Tag, an N-bit TS/Counter, and an M-bit Result. There are (32+N+M)*X bits in a cache memory with X entries. Hardware cost increases with N andM.
are also low enough. High-speed packet processing in future IPv6 environment can be achieved with a cache memory at reasonable cost. In IPv6, options of IP are stored in extension headers. There are some packets with IPv6 option headers in our samples, but tcpdump cannot parse all the extensions with default buffer setting. To find the header of the layer-4 protocol for packet classification, routers must spend more time to trace the protocol chain. If the process of packet classification uses some speed-up mechanisms such as pipeline, the extension headers will stall the pipeline and affect the throughput. Routers must also process the extension headers. It will be a big performance problem in practical IPv6 packet processing. There are some special layer-4 protocols other than ICMPv6, TCP, and UDP in our samples. They are IP-in-IP (tunneling), PIM, and some other special layer-4 protocols in real Internet traffic. For IP-in-IP, there is another IP header encapsulated in the packet, and the header of layer-4 protocol is behind the encapsulated IP header. We have to decide whether to process the encapsulated IP header or not. Further, we have to set the default action for all protocols not mentioned before. Flow label is a 24-bit field in IPv6 header to identify a flow effectively. We may use it to speed up the packet classification process if it is widely used in the future.
